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Supercross Dirt Bike World
Since the formation of the company in 1909, Suzuki motorcycles have been known for their quality and performance. This
exciting volume tells the story of the long history of the Suzuki corporation and then breaks down some of the greatest Suzuki
models and talks speed and performance, giving readers a full buyer's guide to meet their needs. It is perfect for both the
beginner and long-term motorcycle enthusiast and includes bios of some famous motocross pros who ride Suzuki bikes.
Motocross is all about getting down and dirty and having fun doing it. In this photo-packed spin through the sport, readers can
catch the thrill and at the same time learn all there is to know about motocross, from the basics to the finer points of the bikes,
the riders, and the techniques of crashing without burning. Joe Bonnello captures the different sides of the sport - Motocross,
Supercross, Enduro, Hare Scrambles, Trials, ISDE, Supermoto, and Endurocross - with the breathstopping shots of the bikes in
action. He sketches the history of motocross in words and pictures, profiles it heroes, surveys the magazines that provide indepth coverage, and reviews the ten best ways if crashing.As part of the Motorbooks Gallery series, this title is filled with
dozens of color photos from one of the sport's leading photographers, and is bound in a flexi-binding for durability and
affordability.
Live to Ride is pure adrenaline—a full-throttle exploration of motorcycles that pushes to the limit, with heart-pounding accounts
of riding the greatest bikes of all time, all over the world. “Live to ride, ride to live.” For many motorcycle riders, these words
express life’s guiding principle. Just take a look at the patch emblazoned on the jackets of legions of riders. Whether they’re
roaring down an empty highway on two wheels at an insane speed, hopping on for a few mind-boggling loops of motocross,
joining in the “rolling thunder” of a veritable outlaw motorcycle club, or just cruising on a Harley on a Sunday afternoon,
motorcyclists of all stripes share a common love of the freedom that is riding. Wayne Johnson, a lifelong motorcycle-lover and
acclaimed writer, takes us around the globe and onto the terrain where the most extreme, thrilling forms of riding happen.
Johnson shows where it all began more than a hundred years ago when the first motorcycle evolved from the bicycle and lands
us on the track today with some of the world’s highest-paid athletes— professional motorcycle road racers. From there we go
inside radically different competitions like the vertigo-inspiring “Widowmaker Hillclimb” and the fastest land racing on the
planet at the Bonneville Salt Flats. Johnson also offers an inside look at the legendarily secretive culture of biker clubs with
firsthand accounts of his own wild rides with an outlaw club. In every one of these venues, you aren’t just passing through as
an observer—you are on a bike, racing across new and undiscovered country, the horizon your only destination. If you have
ever wondered what it’s like to climb on a motorcycle and feel its engine roar to life, or have actually done it and felt the rush
of flying off into the wild blue yonder, or have simply been intrigued by this iconic part of American culture and history, hold on
tight for this irresistible, one-of-a-kind journey into motorcycling.
Explains what supercross racing is, its history, the equipment and motorcycles used in the sport, and who the top few riders
are.
"Describes the motorsport of freestyle motocross, including tricks, competition rules, and stars"--Provided by publisher.
30 Years of Legendary Dirt Bikes
The World's Most Remarkable Dirt Bike Rides and Techniques
A True Story of Determination, Deafness, and Daring
Freestyle Motocross
Awesome Freestyle Motocross Tricks and Stunts
About the Book Motocross is the most relentless of sports. Physically, emotionally and financially. Motocross: Heart
of a Racer details first-hand the heart-stopping excitement of being on the track in pursuit of the checkered flag
surrounded by twenty riders with the same goal in mind and the behind the scenes drama of every professional
racer's dream - sponsors. Through the eyes of a tested pro you will be propelled into the life of a true motocross
champ and experience the triumphs and heartbreaks that encompass the way of life of the sport. Victories,
injuries and everything in between illustrate the untold price that is paid by anyone serious about becoming a
sponsored motocross professional in an honest and sometimes brutal narrative that will entertain both riders and
fans alike.
Author Bob Woods takes readers on a wild ride through the exciting world of motorcycles. From the history of
motorcycles to motorcycle racing, cruisers, choppers, and motocross, biking fans will find plenty here to keep
them hooked.
Describes the most extreme types of motorcycle races and events, including MotoGP, motocross, land speed
racing, ice speedway, and top-fuel motorcycle drag racing.
In this book 30 significant examples of restored race bikes are profiled with colour photography and detailed
information about the machine's race pedigree and historical significance. [From back cover].
Jeremy McGrath has been called 'the Michael Jordan of Supercross' by the Los Angeles Times, and in this revealing
autobiography fans not only get his personal story, but also a detailed guide on how everyone can become a
Supercross racer. The No 1 Supercross racer in the world – who has over 20 sponsors, his own film company, a toy
line, Nintendo and Playstation games, and a signature shoe by Vans – talks about his life and the sport. Supercross
started out as a redneck '70s sideshow, but thanks largely to Jeremy McGrath it has become a massive extreme
sport. Over the last three years, AMA Supercross attendance has mushroomed from 700,000 spectators a year to
1.5 million. This book will satisfy even the most hardcore fans, as it not only gives you the life and times of Jeremy
McGrath, but acts as the calling card to the entire sport by including unique sections on how to become a
Supercross racer, the workout regimes, fixing common bike problems, and more.
From Local Scrambling to World Championship MX to Freestyle
Jake Maddox: Motocross Double-Cross
Wide Open
World's Best Dirt Bike Dad
Awesome Journal for Dad's Thoughts, Feelings, Races Or Ideas
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National motorcycle racing champion Micky Dymond takes you into his world of going fast, on two
wheels. Dymond was on the winning team at the grueling 3,000 mile non-stop bicycle event called
Race Across America (RAAM). With barely a break, Dymond surged forward to race his motorcycle up
Pike's Peak, in one of the most challenging and sometimes dangerous motorized events in the USA.
"Legends" will get you inside the head of a racing champion, to become part of the experience.
Come along with Micky, pedal across the country and slide through the turns on Pike's Peak.
Learn how to reach for your dreams and then push past your limits, to become a champion in your
own endeavors.
Discusses these small motorcycles, their history, parts, and competitions.
"Discusses the history of dirt bikes, their design, and the events dirt bikes are used in,
including motocross and freestyle competitions" --Provided by publisher.
Describes the best motocross competitors in different nations, including the United States,
Sweden, France, and Belgium.
"Lists and describes top motocross riders of the past and today"--Provided by publisher.
How to Be an Awesome Motocross Rider
Supercross Racing
Where Physical Limits Meet Faith and Pride
USA, Belgium, UK, Netherlands, France, and Germany
Dirt Bike History
Discusses the history of motocross and supercross racing, some of the competitive events, features of the dirt bikes used, safety equipment, and
some of the well-known personalities connected with this sport.
"Describes extreme stunts and tricks performed by professional freestyle motocross riders"--Provided by publisher.
Explains the origins of motocross, what type of cycles are used, who the best athletes in the sport are, and the necessary safety precautions.
Best friends Carlos and Ricky race all the time, but when their bikes are sabotaged before a major race, they can't trust each other. They'll have
to band together to figure out who's pulling a double-cross.
Describes the history of dirt bike competitions, including the major events and athletes in the sport.
Motocross Racing
Casting the Dream
Sport Racing Legend
The Rumbling, Roaring World of Speed, Escape, and Adventure on Two Wheels
You want intense? How about riding your motorcycle through mud and muck, soaring over jumps, and
battling the world’s top racers? Motocross racing calls for guts, skill, and goggles! Learn all
about the top riders, find out how the sport got started, and take a few laps with some world
champions. This title will allow students to refer to details and examples in a text when
explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. • Bolded
keywords • Profiles of athletes • Text based questions
A biography tracing the life and career of motocross racer Ricky Carmichael.
Motocross and BMX racers speed over all types of terrain, including dirt tracks, muddy hills,
and grassy roads. They fly over jumps and obstacles. No matter the race, the goal is the same:
finish first. In this captivating book, readers who may not have access to more traditional
sports will be transported into the dynamic worlds of motocross and BMX racing. They will learn
about each extreme sport, the equipment used, safety precautions, and some of the sport's
superstars. With vivid images and riveting descriptions, readers will be swept into the world of
motocross and BMX racing.
Simple text and full color photographs introduce young readers to supercross racing.
Chronicles the history of the Japanese corporation; profiles different types of models,
including information about their speed, performance, and appearance; and discusses motocross
racing.
The Legends of the Road
Motocross
Motocross Racers
Dirt Bike Ike
Suzuki
Introduces dirt biking, discussing the places, techniques, and equipment of the world of dirt bikes.
People have been enjoying and racing motorcycles since 1901, when the extreme vehicle first emerged on the scene. This
age-appropriate book gives readers a comprehensive look at motorcycle racing, with a focus on today’s most popular
events, such as Motocross and Supercross. “Fast Fact” fact boxes and sidebars teach readers about the sport’s most
famous men and women, as the text includes tips on how readers can get involved themselves. The text concludes with a
graphic organizer of the most common motorcycle racing flags.
Offers readers a close-up look at dirt bikes. With colorful spreads featuring fun facts, sidebars, labeled diagrams, and a
"How It Works" feature, the book provides a thrilling overview of this exciting vehicle.
American Motorcyclist magazine, the official journal of the American Motorcyclist Associaton, tells the stories of the
people who make motorcycling the sport that it is. It's available monthly to AMA members. Become a part of the largest,
most diverse and most enthusiastic group of riders in the country by visiting our website or calling 800-AMA-JOIN.
"Describes safety features and rules governing different types of motorcycle races, including Moto Grand Prix races,
supermoto races, and enduro races"--Provided by publisher.
Kicking Up Dirt
Motocross History
Motocross Greats
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The Powerhouse MX Nations
Dirt Biking

"Describes the sport of motocross, giving tips on race preparation, choosing equipment, racing techniques, dirt bike
maintenance, and other information for how to become a skilled motocross rider"--Provided by publisher.
"Describes the sport of supercross, including rules, course details, and stars of the sport"--Provided by publisher.
Discusses these racing dirt bikes, their history, parts, and competitions.
World's best dirt bike dad is perfect for anyone that loves motocross, supercross, going off road, or desert races. Grab one of
these for your cool dad that loves to ride, perform stunts or freestyle.Excellent for Father's Day, birthday, anniversary or just
to let Dad know how special he is. This 6 x 9 inch 120 college ruled lined notebook is the perfect size to take anywhere. Keep
track of stunts, races, wins or just about anything with this handy notebook.
Dirt Bike HistoryCapstone
A Life in Supercross
Dirt Bikes
Built for Speed
Motorcycle Racing
Live to Ride
At nineteen, Ashley Fiolek is already the top female competitor in a tough men's sport:
motocross, a form of off-road motorcycle racing that is one of the most competitive and
dangerous extreme sports in the world. Since going pro in late 2007, Fiolek has taken
gold at the X Games, won the American Women's Motocross Championship twice, and become
the first woman in American motocross history to be signed to a factory team—the highest
echelon of industry backing. But Fiolek's rise has not come without obstacles. Fiolek was
born profoundly deaf, a handicap that makes everyday life difficult—and competition on
the track downright dangerous. Originally misdiagnosed as "mildly retarded," she was a
painfully shy and introverted child—until her parents introduced her to the world of dirt
bikes, which helped her escape the silence in her head and connect with others who shared
her passion. She began racing at seven, and as her successes grew through hard work and
no small number of broken bones, so did her confidence. Fiolek has never believed her
disability should stand in the way of her dreams. Nor has she allowed her gender to limit
her career—motocross historically has been a men's sport, but with the love and support
of her dirt-obsessed family, including her "Grandpa Motorcycle," her little brother,
Kicker, and her dogs, Turbo and Rocco, Ashley has emerged as one of the sport's most
talked-about stars, changing the way the entire industry views women. Armed with her
extraordinary talent, contagious grin, and deep faith in God, Fiolek continues to venture
into unknown territory, relentlessly pushing herself—and women's motocross—to evergreater heights. Kicking Up Dirt is a remarkable, inspiring tale of a young woman's
courage and determination to succeed in the face of truly challenging obstacles.
"Describes dirt bikes and dirt bike racing, including safety features and rules governing
dirt bike racing"--Provided by publisher.
This book was written for the sole purpose to encourage others to realize that no matter
what condition a person gets in that God can change it and make you a respected person,
give you a good family, and one of you may even he called to pastor or preach. This book
also is to inspire others who work for God to be motivated from the experiences that'
have in God. Hopefully, to motivate the sinner to serve God the Christian to have a
greater desire toward helping others to come to Christ.
Describes the history of motocross racing, from early scramble races in the 1920s to the
development of supercross and motocross freestyle.
With dirt flying, engines screaming, and fans roaring, supercross races are unlike any
other sport. Riders sail over dirt jumps, slide around hairpin turns, and power their way
to the front of the pack. Held indoors, this, fan-friendly, high-energy version of
motocross racing has swept the nation. In this book you will learn about the earliest
supercross races, including the famous 1972 Superbowl of Motocross. Plus, see how crews
build and tear down a supercross track in less than a week's time and learn about the
stars of this amazing sport, from early greats such as Bob Hurricane Hannah to James
Stewart.
Motocross Cycles
Motocross: Heart of a Racer: An Insiders View of the World of Motocross and a Deep Look
Into the Mind of One of It's Champions
Supercross
Extreme Motocross and BMX
Dirt Bike Racing
"Describes motocross, including rules, course details, and stars of the sport"--Provided by publisher.
Ricky Carmichael
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Extreme Motorcycle Racing
Smokin' Motorcycles
Yamaha
American Motorcyclist
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